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. 'Second language learning research suggests thd
existence _of a theoretical device (a monitor) that can examine an
utterance for grammtticality and appropriateness. The monitor theory'
gives insight into (he process that native language speakers follow
in learning to write their own language. The monitor can be developed
consciously (learning) or' unconsciously (acquisition) just as various
aspects..of writing are developed unconsciously .while other appects .

are learned. Studies indicating that. students who have writing .

experience and students who read a lot are_better writers than are
otherstudents,iiply thft a combination of,learein4 and acquisition
is at work in Making a good writer. 600d writers also tend to spend
more.time writing, revriting, and rereading their essays than poorer
writers, implying that. they are referring to a monitdring device. The
composition clMs should be a plice for monitor-building ( learning)

' andfor acquisition as students become able to utilize both,these 4
channeli on the path .to propiction; (TJ) .
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Each semester, as.teachers of Composition, we are faced wilifstudenis

whose production of the written 1pnguage,,is extremely indequate for most
,

.

communicative purpose s\. Yet there are always some students who can write.
...

I should like to suggest some theoretical explanations to account for the

fact that some people are fetter able to communicate in writing than others.

Only if we consider the factors that contribute to individual differences

will we'be able to identify what the issues in composition teaching really .

are. For we would all like to make our classrooms as effectiie as possible

in fostering student improvement. To do that we must begin by trying to

understand what learning is all about and how to foster its growth.' . .

.

I shall be'ppro'aching the problem of individual variation from a

1111,

perspective that does'not focus on any of the important diicussions modern,
6 t

,

ThetoriCians are currently engaged in, but which focuses instead on lame

. ' .

issues being investigated it the field of second language acquisition research..
.

,

We find that several recent studies in adult second langua4eacquisition

suggest an organizing framework which'4s directly applicablt, to tht

,kative speaker learning to write his/her own language. An important point

is that these insights from psycholinguistics have as their primary focus

the description of,tte learner/writernotas someone who needs to be .

treated for deficiencies but as someone whose mental processesmust be

understood. Such a descriptive approach provides some cogentrexplanati s

I

t. to account-for the diffdring performance of individual students an' elps

to generate research Questions which wilt hopefully lead tot development ."

of"apProPr6tuedagogical methods and mater' ls.

In the past three years, a new theory of secon' anguage learning hks
0

emerged which is known a$ "monitor theory," developed by' Stephen O. Krashen.
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two major feat res of the-model pqited by monitor,theoey,whi0 we

V

. .

. .

shall be concerned with and which can

of writing are (1)I the distinction dr

directly related to the acquisition

ft between possible paths of jnterna)i-

zfO certain Zang ,age skills (learnt vs. acquisition'), 'and (2).the

el(planation

LitARNING VS.

I Let us

'assumptions

)

for individual -variation.

i.

ACOMITION
)

ffrstitake alook at tetitain 'underlying psycholinguistic'

thaiimortitor theory Langwage is viewed as rule-

.>

governed behaviO, but there are two mays in which this behavior 6ecoines
;

,

.

a part of any One individual's language performance. The.first way is
I

. .

through acquisiiilon, whith Krashed defines asIfollows:

!I .1

The technical term\languaip acquisition is used ..% to refer to
the wly linguisqc abilistA s are internalized linaturally,1.1.

that 's, without Consciou focusing on linguistic forms. It
.appea p to minim 11y, participation in natural
comma ication situativs.1:.

2 .'
.Lang abe al subconscious process.

;
.
; ... .

The primary e*ample of acquisition is the way iftwhich children' gain
1 . .

knowledgo
/

their first language, their mother tongue. -.',

'The

..

s cond path to attaining'a linguistic skill is, in- contrast to c-

. .

,

acquisition}, a conscious pro which Krashen calls learnia, and.defines
4

as fo*ows. ,

i ..

;

; Language learning_...is a conscious process, and is the result
of either a formal language learning s.ftuation,or 4 self-Study
program. Formal learning situations are characterized by, the.,
presence of feedback or error correction; largely-abieftvin
acquisition environments, arid "rule isola4ion," deiresentation
of artificial linguistic environments,../- .- . R

.

1 There are manyreasNs to uppose that learning to wri.,te.is'in many

wayli more comparable to le nine an ther language than-it. -is tb learning to

t
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speak. Thus, a model for ietond, language acquisition and learning may have

'

, A - . 10,
. .

s mething to say gout learning to r

.

Several other'Nsearchers have addresedthe issues which the distinc-

tion

.

between acqui's'ition and learning cpptures. For example; Elaine Chaika
.

"makes the, claim: that learning to write' is a language learning" problem.

She says ...telling students:to 'talk 'on paper' misleads them. 'ft falsely

that*itieig is as easy and natural as talking, and patently, it, .'-

, .3

444
is not. In focusing on the problems of writing, Chaika is positing an

explanation similar to the approach one of the major twentieth c6nIurr-

ItYgotsky,. first articulated firitreT9301 s :
A

In speaking (the hild3 is' hardly conscious of the sounds he
pronounces and quite unconscious of the mental operations he
performs In' writing, he must take cognizance of lhe sound

uct4re of each word, dissect it, and reproduCe It in alpha-
ical symbols, which he 1.414 have studied and memorized

b ore....Written language demands conscious work.0

The fact !that weiting-dffters from speaking in the important ways both

,Chaikp and, Vygotsky mention' is furthdr discussed by Janet Emig. In de-
.

tailing t t differences between speaking and writing, Emig notes, among

other:chailcteristics, that (1) writing is "learned" while talking is .

.

,

"naturat" (2) writing is"technological"; talking "organic";. and (3) most

writing IsilOwerjhan most talking.

Such 111,fferences can be related to so-called first-order anAecond-

order prote4 es, which Emig explains: "First-order processes (talking and

e
listdpr e acquired,without formal or systematic instruction; the second-

/ 1:
order proce ses of reading and writing tend to be learned initially only

11

with the aid tf formal.and systematic instruction.
.,7

k .. .

Thus, e
I 4

word pairs consciourearned and unconscious /acquired are,,.

,:,

. .
.

critical in al) of these discussions. Chaika, Vygotsky and -Emig all use

5
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one or.mbre_of these Words in ways that Krasben's definitions........ .

The crucial point these comments- haVe in common is. the, Way in which
. ,

conscious procedures are described as necessary factors in fostering.
......

--.
writing skills. All _three:researchers pbint to thewriter as.someone-who

,. p...

44 If'

hat_ap..ac.tive and aware. reole ip the writing prociess. .But while theydo
L., , ,

assign a 'rtle; tb learni,ng .asa "way of 'internal izing Inowl edge ,' they...

A. do not suggest ways in"which unoonsciousProCesses - what Krashen. is
,.

.. ' ..4

terming acq isition - can also. be a farAor in developing flue ,pcy in,

,triting, a oint I 'shall return to Ilubsequently. What is important to

'consider .isr that these two ways of internalizing knowledge can both be
. .

seen as systems whfch allow access to information required to write success-
- -A .

'fully. We need to be asking ourselves whether our classrooT procedures

capitalize on this dual path to Performance.
_ - 4 .: -.:. I

Writing is actually a complex task 'Wife, requires. the siipultaneous
, .

' 'control over a number of processes, all of which involve choices. `Itygotsky.
.

.. .., .

pointed out :that writing cannot occur without mastery of a ,wtiting s stem.

Thiisfirst skill - graphology .-. appears to follow a movement from "le rnipg
..

1,t to 'internalizing it on a sub-conscious level. Such a transition arrears
.

1.

to be possible for many sensori-motor skills, though not necessarily fo

other 'sorts of in% formatipn. There is no evidence to support the. idea th
. . .

other chbices in writing can go

unconsciously. No matter how many p

...

-.,

-....

ough the same stages of teach - learn -pe> orm

llels can be drawn, the totalityof

learning to write is not like the totality of learning to ride a bicycle.
. .

Wilen we say our students don't know how to write, we are usually talking

-about people who have mastery over the alphabet, but'who may or may not
. 1

have masterty, over middle-level areas* (such, as morphology and syntax), and who

frequently ;lack the ability to handle ma.cro-level rhetorical choices. in
1
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. fact, these various mastery levels are often used as AnexplanatiOn to

account fOr different student populations. The remedial student at one
A

. school might be placed in a regular freshman class at another.. ,

Many programs in compositiori still concentrate 'on a stills a0pro"ac

Failure to write Well is seen as the absence of a particular, skill whit

t

can tre "taught" to Students. This apprnach assomes,that the problem ca

-

be remedied by a conscious. rather then unconscious attention to issues n

writing. We haile , however , not yet 'beguin to identifyfwhich level of

cfibices in writing are subject to conscious inspection for rile adheren
4!

4- 4"

and whith level of choices is best sorted eut through unconscious "feel.

'The monitor model proposes that language pefformers have jn their

linguistic data bank a thebretical device which can ,examine an utterance

for grammaticality and applOprtatkness..

1 anguagi, producti on , the' acqu i red system
, .

!

Krashen posits that jn second

(

initiates production, and,

e'

When conditions permit, -the consciously learned system can intrude and

alter the sh pe of an utterance, often before. i t actually is spOken or: \

written down. It is therefore impossible to "monitor" what one does not

4J
.

-

know,on some leyel .
!.

!' 4

1

In schematizing the' wri ti ng process i n- terms Consistent wi th . the . ; .

. .,
. I

monitor model, the obligatory first stage (which initiates production) is
1

;

A

the process of learning how to make marks on a page in a .particular' code.
. . .

1 .. .

At the stage where the writer produces sentences o1 his or her own ,con-:
. 1

struction. these sentences will approx i mat &standard written English in

direct proportion to the writer's mastery over the orphosyntactic miles

of the.langua0. It is important to s ess:tha h mastery, can be
.

conscious or unconscious, that is, mastery can:Tte

9

r

from an .c4ui red pro-
_ . .
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'fitiency'or a learned one.. What does appear to be the case is that these

sorts of features - the morOhosyntactic "rirtes", - lend themselves to

rule isolation and Ilan be to ght to students to formipart of the monitor
.

for those people who lack an -acquired 'mastery system.

oweyer,. even the combination of "creative onstrUctibn" and correct

stand written ,English is not sufficient to produce that amorphous' ..

entity "good pros'e" wtthbut the addition of mastery over discourse level

.principles (rhetoric). 'cse discourse level1lrinciples are difficult

to "chunk" and difficult to define, at this level a' monitor of "graticality

and appropriateness" (Krashen's terms) seems to have no role.. I would 'like

suggest that 4 combination ofesonscious and unconscious knowledge

combines to 'form a kind of di scoUrse monitor, which is closely related to

6

editing. My use of the tern "monitor here is meant to refer to a, ti4ordtical

t

oArseer which looks at the message and adjusts it appropriately without . .

.

necessarily appealing to a specific "rule" to do so. 4
\0

Before pursuing the -implications of. the model , let us first look at
/

the second aspect of the monitor model which merits our, attention, name y,

,

the explanation it provides for variation in individual peAormance. .

INDIVIDUAL VARIATION .

Anyone with any teaching experience has come across'obviouily intelligent

students who evidence controllover .standard written Eqlish, and equally '

Intelligent st dents who .are dysfunctional writers. ;Such it also the case

in second lam uage situations where fluency is by no meansiuniform for

ipparen tl "Matched" populations of, students.

St h kve shown that successful L2 performers have developed useful

and effect ve monitoring techniques, whereas non-successfdl performers have
.

)

.
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net. Various case st9dies of.adult second language reamers seem

support the hypothesis that there are Ihree types of monitor users'i,,Ogerusers,

underUsqrs, and.bptimal users.8
/
Okrusers, who mo itor all the time, are
.1

characterized by hesitancy in their speech and mention to 'dorm wh1n.writing.

'At the other extreme ate underusers, who seem o have -an aggressive personality

type, and who focus on content and communication when speaking. Optimal

Ge monitor users edit their L2 output when it does not i(nterfere with comriunica.

tion. Such editing results. in variake performance, that is, different types

and numbers 0)f-errors occur under different Conditioni.
, ..---

A:51ose look at successful and unsuccessful writers can providefurther
... , ...

... .
,

, insights into individual variation.
,

:
.

N...

A study of 927 freshmen at the University of Miami bx John Woodward
, .

and Arthur Phillips ranked the sample based on grades receivedin the

previous semester's weiting course.
9

They found that students who were s

. .

1 .

not required to write any themes in their high school English classes ranked

-More frequently than expected in the "poor" category, and the same was true

for those studentswho reportednot being required-to'read any books aside
. :

from textboOks during their senior year in high school.

This study would seem to suport the conclysion that a combination of

learning (e.g.freyious high school trattIng in writing) aid acquisition .

(e4.1reading) will lead to success h fr4lhman English. In'a later study

focusing on the in-prOc6s behavior of. good writers, Charles Stallard examined

15 high school seniors who scored higheston a standard essay test compared

toia random sample of 15.who had not scored high.
10

He found that good

students consistently spent more time writing and more time ore-writing.

,The good writers also made significantly more revisions on both thNord
ow

4

7



:and paragi.aph level. (Another hivioral difference noted was the number

of times the good writers

made changes, whereas the

point in their writing to

If we consider the concept of monitoring here, it appears that good

stopped and re-rea0 parts of.
i .

r-

random

(

sample members rarely,

ate what they had wri
%

their essay or .
stopped at zany

tten.

students more often "appeal" to some sort of nonitoring'dev ce by taking

the time to consider their product and allowing a c sci s examination

of what they have written down 'in a "free" sort of situation. But what

is it that allows a student to-make the changes that Stallard points to?

What passes through these students` -heads `as they contemplate and then
I

612 change their product?

Earlier I suggestidthe existence of a discourse level monitor. What

appears to be.happening in the student's conscious examination is an
N.

atempt to sort out what is working4from what isn't working in a particular

4,

piece'of prose.. To call .this process "editing" is to Jump together several

behaviors into one category. Purely morphosyntaciikchanges, fOr example,

. can result from an appeal to a learned rule 406 the student has stored in

memory. For Other students, the "rules" have probably been acquired, and ,

44
(a slip of the pen is corrected by a recognition of an error thrOugh a "Peel"

approach in whish it would be inaccurate tb point to a rule as a mediating

force.
AIR

However, Stall4rd's subjects. made change's in macro-level or discourse
0

areas as well. The wriiimg behaflor ofthete *dents would seem to' point to

a rind of violation sign' flashing in their heads. Tliii mull-oh" can'be

triggeredby a conscious recognitionof having broken 6r ignored a particulSr

11
dictum or can be triggered by a vaguer feeling 'that something is somehow

.

I

.
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d and acquired systems..

wrong. What is crucial is that even this .latter type of recognition has

) to be conscious or the-student, would not have stopped to make changes,

just as was'seen in,the behavior of Stallard's random sample.

- Such a behavioral pattern Is supported in a recent study'by Richard

Beach on extensive revisers'vs: non-revisers.
12

What he found shows that

revisers,'Iike optimal monitor users, know-when and where and how to use

the full resources of learned and acquir&I systems, while non-revisers

ha6ve few or no intuitions about the possible uses of monitoring for

either form or content:

...the extensive revisers conceived of revising as involving
substantive changes in content and form; conceived of free-
writing as highly tentative; abstracted key points th'at served'
as a blueprint for predicting development in later eafts;
and detached themselves from their writing. Nonreviserscon-
ceiifed of Wising as involving minor changes inform; conceived
of their free-writing as needing little further development;
rarely predicted change's for.subsequent drafts; and were often
unwilling to criticize themselvet., 13-

PEDAGOGICAL' IMPLICATIONS

The psyeholinbuistic model we have been discussing suggests that language,

pegformanee results from a combination of

9
learne

V--
While children have4an innatepaCity to acquire spoicen fluency in their

,

native tongue, all evidence seems to suggest that there is no parallel

&innate capacity to excess onlf in acceptable Written form.

The composition teacher ha$ traditionally follOwed the approach of .

devoting his or h6r attentions to wh&t appeared most teaehable - resulting

in akemphasis on editing skills and algorithms for,form. But'too many.

of ;the skills required for writing are not "skills" at all - they are
ti

creative processes which must be acquired_if-they are. to truly be in

the student's control.

/

f
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FirSt language acqu+sitiOn .esearch demonstraIes.that children acquire

language 'more by interacting with it than by imitating it. 'Some of the

qualities of "motherese"
%.

tan be tranifehed to the writing chssroom

situation. The workshop aPpro9this one method that direEtliencourages .

acquisition; the small group interaction gets the student to focus on.

generating ideas, clarifying Mints, and reaching in audience rather than
V ;*

focusing on adhering to rules that may block creativity. In addtion,since

studies'have shown a correlationbetween reading and writing, reading_for

the purpose of "immersion" in the language rather than for imitation o

for launching discussions appears to be anOthet highly recommended activity

to stimulate acquiSitiop:

While it may.be that students who exhibit faulty syntax, as Chaika'

tioned, have "gaps, in their knowledge," other types orgaps-resulting,

in fau y form are harder to plug with discrete point rule isolation.

If we accept the division of writing into micrciandimacro level concerns,

we can see that both levels offer a role to a monitoring device. 'On the

nitro level, the mechanics of English can become stored in memory and con-

t -
suited to check form. (Learning to use a good handbook 'can cut down on

memory overload.1 On macro- level' the monitor can,watch.over such
.

t
..

discourse level issues as whether or not the argument is proceeding

. log icaliy, whether the.transitions have given the'correct'signpasts'to

the reader, Whetfler the essay is coherent. Sikh a monitor-seems totallow

some students to compare'the product of their writing in a gestalt kind of

meth?d-Wsome mental approximation pf the norm for standard.Written
.

English, 'But there are ether students who have no mental approximation '1

12
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of this, norm: Learning a-1;one ("monitorAv").does not-appear successful

with this populati&nanc-Lincreased acquisition becOmes crucial.

In summary,. what the monitor model has-to tell composition teachers.

is that 'students can be 'helped.. Whdt we /need to concern ourselves with

. is Making the classroom ,a pla.ce for both "monitor building" (learning)

.
..

. .

and for acqujsfion. The writer in the process oeWril*ing needs, to

maximally utilize both 'these channels on the path to proaction.

1
,

It%

.11%,
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have chosen-th word dictum because what ram 'referring to'are
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12
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